Background: Chronic tinnitus is a disabling, almost untreatable, condition, usually accompanied by psychiatric distress. In patients with complex neuropsychiatric diseases, such as chronic pain, with which tinnitus shares pathophysiological similarities, placebo effects may be pronounced. Moreover, it may be difficult to distinguish actual repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) induced clinical benefits beyond placebo effects in neuropsychiatric patients. Methods: 16 patients with chronic tinnitus underwent a randomised, double blind, crossover, placebo controlled trial of 1 Hz rTMS (120% of motor threshold; 1200 stimuli/day for 5 days) of the left temporoparietal region. Patients were screened for psychiatric comorbidity; additionally, anxiety and depression were monitored throughout the study. Moreover, an original placebo rTMS procedure produced the same activation of ipsilateral face muscles (a condition which may per se change the subjective rating of tinnitus) as the real rTMS. Results: There were 8 out of 14 responders. Two patients dropped out for transient worsening of tinnitus. Active rTMS induced an overall significant, but transient, improvement (35% of the basal score) of subjective tinnitus perception that was independent of either tinnitus laterality or mood or anxiety changes. No correlations were found between response to rTMS and tinnitus duration, initial subjective score or patient age. When asked after the study was over, 71.4% of patients failed to identify the temporal sequence of the real or sham rTMS interventions. Conclusion: The beneficial effects of rTMS on tinnitus are independent of mood changes. Moreover, they appear in the context of an original placebo stimulation designed to more closely replicate the somatic sensation of active stimulation. Because of the limited temporal duration of the clinical benefit, these neuromodulatory effects could be mediated by transient functional changes taking place in the neural circuits underlying tinnitus processing.
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Conclusion:
The beneficial effects of rTMS on tinnitus are independent of mood changes. Moreover, they appear in the context of an original placebo stimulation designed to more closely replicate the somatic sensation of active stimulation. Because of the limited temporal duration of the clinical benefit, these neuromodulatory effects could be mediated by transient functional changes taking place in the neural circuits underlying tinnitus processing.
T innitus is a subjective auditory perception of sounds or noise, not triggered by external auditory stimuli, which affects millions of people. 1 It is estimated that in 1-3% of the general population tinnitus becomes chronic and sufficiently intrusive to interfere with the patient's quality of life, mainly because of psychiatric distress, including sleep disturbances, thereby leading to work impairment. 2 Pharmacological and physical/behavioural treatments in severe cases are generally unsatisfactory. 3 Experimental data based on transection of 4 or drug effects on 5 the cochlear nerve, and in vivo human brain imaging studies, [6] [7] [8] converge in suggesting that tinnitus could be associated with maladaptive plastic brain reorganisations, taking place at multiple brain levels following-and thereafter being maintained independently by-an initial cochlear dysfunction. 9 Functional brain changes associated with tinnitus showed hyperactivity of discrete temporoparietal regions, including both the primary auditory cortex (AC) [10] [11] [12] [13] and the secondary, or associative, AC. 7 11 14-18 More comprehensive views on the generation and maintenance of tinnitus indicate involvement of a broader neural network, most likely including the primary and associative AC (although it is difficult to disentangle the relative contribution of these two areas by positron emission tomography (PET) scans 19 ), part of the limbic system, 17 the anterior cingulated cortex 18 and higher order processing areas. 20 21 More direct evidence for the key role played by the AC in the perception/elaboration of tinnitus comes from studies with repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS), a technique that transiently modulates/disrupts the brain function of the targeted area(s) in several perceptive, motor and cognitive domains 22 : high-frequency rTMS (ie, 10 Hz or more for 2 s or less) applied on the scalp overlying the hyperactive left AC produced an intense, short lived tinnitus attenuation (see table 1 ). 16 12 23 24 Although these studies were not designed to ''treat'' tinnitus, they demonstrate that the AC is definitely involved in the expression of tinnitus. Interestingly, high frequency rTMS has been applied successfully to produce transient clinical benefits in other deafferentation induced disorders, such as chronic neurogenic pain, 25 26 which shares pathophysiological similarities with tinnitus in terms of maladaptive plastic changes at the cortical level. 27 When rTMS is applied at a low frequency (ie, 1 Hz or less) for longer periods of time (tens of minutes, eventually with daily applications), or as continuous theta burst stimulation, 28 29 it induces relatively long lasting inhibitory changes in cortical excitability, probably mediated by long term synaptic depression, that can be associated with transient beneficial effects on clinical manifestations of neuropsychiatric disorders characterised by regional cortical hyperactivity 30 as painful dystonia related axial spasms 31 or obsessive-compulsive disorders. 32 Moreover, slow rTMS of the left temporoparietal region significantly attenuated auditory hallucinations in schizophrenia, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] the most relevant finding in view of rTMS application in chronic tinnitus. Previous studies of rTMS of temporoparietal regions at 1 Hz in patients with chronic tinnitus (see table 1) 13 17 18 38-40 generally reported a considerable subjective improvement, occasionally lasting up to 6 months, 13 with a dose dependency of rTMS induced beneficial effects. 17 Despite the fact that psychiatric comorbidity, such as mood or anxiety disorders, are relevant in chronic tinnitus sufferers, 2 this aspect has not been taken into account in previous controlled rTMS studies. Most importantly, there is agreement that the applied placebo conditions were suboptimal [41] [42] [43] : this is because active rTMS of the temporoparietal regions may elicit strong activation of ipsilateral muscles supplied by the facial nerve, not reproduced by previous placebo rTMS conditions, but possibly influencing per se perception of tinnitus (see later in the discussion). We present a randomised, double blind, crossover, placebo controlled trial of daily 1 Hz rTMS on chronic tinnitus in which eventual mood changes were also monitored. Moreover, an original placebo condition is introduced, which minimises the possibility of subject awareness of the active or sham rTMS. This is relevant for at least two reasons: (i) patients with tinnitus are known to exhibit a particularly strong placebo response 44 ; (ii) it may be difficult to distinguish the actual rTMS induced clinical benefit beyond a placebo effect in neuropsychiatric patients, 45 46 including those with chronic pain 26 or tinnitus. 3 
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METHODS
Patients selection
Sixteen consecutive, fully informed, fully right handed patients were included in the study (see details in table 2), after approval by the local ethics committee. Inclusion criteria were: presence of mono-or bilateral tinnitus from more than 1 year, normal neurological examination and normal cranial magnetic resonance. Exclusion criteria were: history of neuropsychiatric disorders or neuroactive treatments (with the exception of antidepressant therapy previously taken for tinnitus therapy, withdrawn for at least 1 month), and presence of significant other medical illness. To exclude concomitant axis I psychiatric disorders, all patients also underwent the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM.
Patients gave written informed consent prior to study entry, after approval of the protocol by the local ethics committee. Figure 1 summarises the details of the study. After verifying the inclusion/exclusion criteria, and having obtained the average patient's tinnitus rating in the weeks preceding enrolment, patients were randomly assigned to receive, as the first intervention, active (T0a, 8 patients) or sham (T0s, 6 patients) rTMS. Each week of intervention was followed by 2 weeks of observation. Clinical variables were sampled immediately after the end of the active (T1a) or sham (T1s) rTMS, after 1 week (T2a and T2s, respectively) and after 2 weeks (T3a and T3s, respectively). The crossover was after the first 2 weeks of observation.
Study design and tinnitus rating
Tinnitus was rated by a 0-100 Visual Analogue Scale (VAS), where 0 was wellness and 100 was the worst possible tinnitus related discomfort. Anxiety and depression were rated, respectively, by the 14 item Hamilton scale (HAM-A, maximum score 56) and by the 21 item Hamilton scale (HAM-D, maximum score 66). Audiometry and otoscopy were performed at enrolment and at the end of the study. Otoacoustic emissions were also evaluated in normoacoustic patients. Tinnitus, anxiety and depression ratings and acoustic evaluations were collected by experimenters blind to the type of rTMS applied.
TMS procedures and placebo condition
Subjects wore ear plugs. Active and sham rTMS was delivered through a focal coil (outer diameter of each wing 7 cm) connected with a standard Mag-Stim Super Rapid stimulator (maximum output 2.2 Tesla). Individual resting excitability thresholds for left motor cortex stimulation were determined each day, according to International Guidelines, 47 prior to the rTMS session, by using the same coil and stimulator; afterwards, the intensity was increased by 20% and the coil was moved towards the target region.
As neuroimaging studies described mainly left hypermetabolism irrespective of tinnitus laterality, 13 48 the left temporoparietal region was targeted, in accordance with other studies. 24 40 In eight patients, the coil was navigated to the secondary AC (Brodman Area 22, coordinates 244, 250, 20) by the Stereotaxic Navigator SofTax System (EMS Italy, www.emsmedical.net). Accuracy of TMS coil positioning with this system in different brain regions can be estimated in the order of ,1 cm (for details, see Rossi and colleagues [49] [50] [51] ). In the remaining eight patients, a stimulation site corresponding to the scalp projection of the secondary AC was identified by placing the anterior junction of the two coil wings halfway between T3 and C3/T5 (10-20 international EEG system). 16 In these patients, the estimated average mismatch between the coil position and the exact anatomical location of the secondary AC was 1.8¡1 cm. The handle of the coil was angled backwards by about 45˚away from the midline. This position was marked on a transparent bathing cuff firmly attached to the scalp, on which anatomical landmarks (nasion, inion, preauricolar points and vertex) were marked. This allowed the same repositioning of the coil on successive days.
Repetitive TMS consisted of 1200 stimulations/day (three trains of 400 stimuli with an inter-train interval of 30 s) at 1 Hz and 120% of the motor threshold, for five consecutive days (from Monday to Friday, between 12 and 13pm). A high number of stimuli/day were applied because of the previously suggested dose dependency of tinnitus alleviation by rTMS. 17 23 Furthermore, the use of such relatively high intensity assured the stimulation of most of the target region, even in the case of mismatch between the scalp position and the underlying anatomy, which can be expected using the International EEG system as anatomical reference for TMS stimulation. 40 52 For sham stimulation, the coil was still centred on the same scalp position, but it was tilted to 90˚so that scalp contact and discharging noise were similar, but the magnetic field did not reach cortical neurons at a biologically active level. In order to minimise subjective differences between active and sham stimulations, a concurrent low intensity electrical stimulation (square wave pulses of 0.2 ms and intensity of 5-15 mA) of the ipsilateral facial nerve trunk was applied through bipolar adhesive surface electrodes connected to the EMG machine which triggered the magnetic stimulator. Thus electrical stimuli were synchronous with either active or sham stimuli. This original placebo condition allowed mild activation of both ipsilateral facial muscles and trigeminal afferents, that would be otherwise perceived by patients only in case of active rTMS.
Data analysis
Clinical evaluations along the time course of the study were carried out by experimenters blind to the type of rTMS that had been applied.
Comparative analyses of VAS, HAM-A and HAM-D scores at different time points of the trial were carried out by the Wilcoxon matched pairs test as these data were not normally distributed. Comparisons took into account mean values of the three clinical scores obtained after the week of the active rTMS (T1a, T2a, T3a) or after the week of sham rTMS (T1s, T2s, T3s) versus mean basal values obtained in the week immediately preceding the active (T0a) or sham (T0s) intervention. Finally, the maximal VAS improvement was plotted against tinnitus duration, initial rating and patient age (Spearman's rho correlation). For each test, the level of significance was p = 0.05.
RESULTS
The characteristics of the patients who completed the study (11 males; 3 females) are summarised in table 2. Only two were normoacoustic. Mean age was 52.5 (10.6) years (range 35-72). Tinnitus duration ranged from 1 to 25 years (mean 8 (7.4) years), it produced subjective considerable discomfort (mean basal VAS 66.8 (20.6), range 35-100) and was bilateral in 7, right-sided in 3 and left-sided in 4 patients. The origin of tinnitus was mainly idiopathic and associated with hypoacousia.
The majority of patients did not complain of side effects from rTMS, apart from a slight transient headache on the stimulation site which did not require pharmacological treatment.
Approximately 30% of patients complained of tongue paraesthesia occurring during the active rTMS. Most of patients reported transient worsening of their tinnitus in the first 2-3 days of active rTMS. Two male patients, one receiving active rTMS and one sham rTMS as the first intervention, dropped out of the study for this reason. However, their tinnitus rating recovered to basal values within 2 days. Otoscopy and otological measurements (tonal audiometry in all patients and otoacoustic emissions in the normoacoustic patients) remained stable throughout the study, implicitly suggesting that rTMS was safe at the cochlear level.
Individual motor threshold of stimulation ranged between 48% and 60% of the maximal stimulator output (mean 54%). Therefore, the intensity used for rTMS interventions ranged from 58% to 72% of the maximal stimulator output.
After the trial was over, patients were asked about the order of the type of rTMS received: 10/14 (71.4%) failed to correctly identify the temporal sequence of the two TMS interventions (ie, they did not realise the difference between real rTMS and placebo stimulation).
Evaluation of clinical scores (VAS, HAM-A, HAM-D)
The analysis carried out at the three sampling times after the active rTMS, including the whole sample of patients (responders and non-responders), showed a significant reduction in the mean VAS score at T1a (47.1 (24.6); p = 0.025) and T2a Descriptively, the VAS improvement in the whole sample of patients (responders and non-responders) in the 2 weeks following the active rTMS was about 35% versus the basal score, while the sham rTMS produced no significant effect (fig 2) . Six patients (42.8%) did not show any substantial modification of the VAS scores (less than 25% of the basal value) and therefore were arbitrarily classified as non-responders. Of these, four patients had bilateral tinnitus, one had leftsided tinnitus and one had right-sided tinnitus. In four nonresponders, neuronavigation was used for coil positioning. The VAS improvement in responders (8 out of 14) increased to 60% of the basal score, but still returned close to basal values after 2 weeks.
When tinnitus duration was plotted against the maximal improvement in VAS score following rTMS, no significant correlation emerged pooling responders and non-responders (r = 0.32, p = 0.26) (fig 3) or selecting only responders (r = 0.56, p = 0.15). There was no correlation between VAS improvement with the age of the patient (r = 0.08, p = 0.76) or with initial VAS score (r = 0.14, p = 0.619).
HAM-A and HAM-D scores were not influenced by active or sham rTMS (fig 4) . In detail, the average score of HAM-A at T0a (6.3 (3.5)) did not differ from those sampled at T1a (5.6 (3.7); p = 0.062), T2a (5.6 (3.8); p = 0.094) or T3a (6.1 (4.2); p = 0.687). Similarly, the average score of HAM-A at T0s 
DISCUSSION
Our randomised, crossover, double blind, placebo controlled study confirms that daily application of high intensity 1 Hz rTMS to the left temporoparietal region is an efficient neuromodulatory strategy to transiently alleviate chronic tinnitus, independent of tinnitus lateralisation or bilaterality and of eventual concurrent changes in mood. Moreover, rTMS induced clinical improvement clearly emerged in the context of a placebo stimulation designed to more closely replicate the somatic sensation of active stimulation.
This represents a methodological key point and deserves further comment. Indeed, it should be taken into account that during TMS of the temporoparietal region, induced currents flow towards the skull base, leading to peripheral activation of the ipsilateral facial nerve and trigeminal afferents, especially when relatively high intensity stimulations are used. This provokes variable subjective discomfort and muscular activation of the face, which cannot be reproduced with conventional ''sham'' conditions, in which the coil is tilted at 90˚or is held at a distance from the scalp so that no current reaches the brain at a useful degree. Neither commercially available sham coils, which produce the sound of stimulation in the absence of the magnetic field generation, are useful in this sense. Therefore, subjects can easily distinguish the difference between active and sham rTMS applications, 53 especially during stimulation of the temporal region, thereby strongly biasing their judgments on eventual clinical benefits. This is extremely relevant in the case of patients with tinnitus, in which placebo effects can be particularly strong. 3 44 Interestingly, even in patients with auditory hallucinations, which generally show improvement after rTMS, 54 placebo effects may be particularly relevant. 55 Moreover, it cannot be excluded a priori that repetitive activation of the muscles supplied by the facial nerve, occurring synchronously with real TMS pulses, could influence perception of tinnitus, considering that some patients can alleviate their tinnitus by simply moving their orofacial muscles. 6 56 The use of low concurrent peripheral stimulation during both sham and active rTMS is an easy way to minimise this possible bias and to reduce behavioural differences between the two stimulation conditions: indeed, when asked at the end of the study, most subjects (71.4%), which were naïve for TMS procedures, did not realise the difference between the real and placebo rTMS.
In patients with chronic tinnitus, psychiatric comorbidity such as mood or anxiety disorders are relevant 2 and may partly find their functional counterpart in the activation of higher order processing areas 18 20 21 and of the limbic system. 17 Therefore, careful psychiatric selection of patients seems mandatory, and it has been recently invoked for forthcoming clinical rTMS trials with the aim of excluding the fact that subjective improvement in tinnitus was not caused by concomitant alleviation of depression. 43 Even in the absence of a concomitant overt psychiatric disorder, however, it seems important to monitor eventual changes in mood and anxiety throughout the rTMS study: indeed, subjective tinnitus rating might be affected by eventual subclinical changes of both mood and anxiety, which cannot be excluded a priori as rTMS affects brain regions outside the prefrontal cortex. 57 Notably, rTMS can modify mood, even in healthy individuals. 58 In the patients in the current study, ratings for subclinical depression and anxiety did not change (fig 4) , thus suggesting that improvement in the perception of tinnitus was a specific rTMS effect.
At variance with previous studies, 17 23 we did not find a negative correlation between previous tinnitus duration and positive clinical response to rTMS (fig 3) , despite comparable symptom duration. This correlation did not emerge when either responders plus non-responders or only responders were considered. Even patient age and initial tinnitus rating did not influence the rTMS response. It can be hypothesised that the degree of responsiveness to rTMS might be influenced by the amount of pre-existing structural tinnitus related brain changes 59 : indeed, these may vary interindividually, are hardly predictable and have reasonably few chances of being modified by rTMS, although the possibility that rTMS might induce structural modifications at the level of the auditory cortex is emerging. 60 Most likely, 1 Hz rTMS of temporoparietal regions might have restored a more physiological level of intracortical inhibition in the brain regions functionally relevant for tinnitus maintenance: indeed, intracortical inhibition is known to be reduced in chronic tinnitus because of afferent deprivation following receptor damage. 9 This hypothesis stems from the notion that, at the level of the motor cortex, 1 Hz-rTMS increases cortical inhibitory mechanisms (as tested via paired pulse TMS) in subjects with low baseline inhibition levels 61 and may increase the length of the cortical silent period, another index of cortical inhibition. [61] [62] [63] Notably, slow rTMS is thought to maximally induce proinhibitory effects in cortical areas of increased activity, 64 such as those implicated in tinnitus processing, through a mechanism of depotentiation of pathologically potentiated synapses, 30 in line with the concept of ''homeostatic plasticity''. 64 Also, the short lived time course of the effects (ie, no more than 2 weeks of the current study, in accordance with previous findings 17 18 ) speaks in favour of rTMS induced functional, rather than structural, 60 changes. Because of the anatomical location of the primary AC (ie, buried deep within the Sylvian fissure for the most part), it is physically improbable that a direct TMS induced modulation occurred at this level. 16 Taking into account that TMS preferentially activates interneurons located superficially in the cortex, 65 it seems more plausible that neuronal populations of the more superficially located secondary AC were directly impacted by temporoparietal rTMS. However, trans-synaptic spread to primary AC cannot be ruled out.
On first sight, possible limitations of the current study are the absence of a PET (or functional magnetic resonance) guided neuronavigation system for TMS coil placement and the choice of the dominant hemisphere for stimulation, irrespective of the side(s) of tinnitus perception. These factors, nonetheless, might even have negatively influenced the positive results (ie, the number of responders and degree of tinnitus alleviation), as in patients with bilateral tinnitus (50% in our cohort), left hyperactivation of AC is very likely, 13 48 but cannot be considered the rule. 17 18 59 Of note, the rate of responders in the current study (about 60%) was similar to previous studies in which rTMS was neuronavigated towards areas of hypermetabolism. 17 This suggests that the use of extremely expensive and time consuming PET guided TMS systems may not be strictly necessary in clinical practice.
Some central questions about the relationships between rTMS in chronic tinnitus and metabolic brain activity associated with tinnitus remain open and warrant further larger studies for more definite answers: the former is whether rTMS is beneficial only when a local AC hyperactivation is taking place, and the latter is that it is still not known whether successful rTMS treatment for tinnitus is accompanied by normalisation of metabolic hyperactivation found in these patients, as recently reported in a single case of auditory hallucinations. 66 Finally, even relationships between hemispheric dominance, tinnitus and metabolic hyperactivity of temporoparietal regions still need to be investigated by the rTMS approach.
